SPOT THE DIFFERENCE!

Compare the two pictures of Oliver Kelley Farm visitors. Can you find TEN things that are different?

- Hay trough missing.
- Dad's t-shirt color changed.
- Girl's shirt color changed.
- Girl's shoe color changed.
- Cow missing spot.
- Cow's collar is a different color.
- Kelley Farm interpreter is missing a name tag.
- Interpreter missing a watch.
- Fence rail missing.
- Clouds in the sky.
SPOT THE DIFFERENCE!

Compare the two pictures of families visiting the Minnesota’s Greatest Generation exhibit at the Minnesota History Center. Can you find TEN things that are different?

Differences in photo #2:
- Top of shelving/string lights changed color.
- Cups on shelf changed color.
- Comic book on shelf is missing.
- Reflection in the mirror has changed.
- Drawer handle is missing.
- Sign above menu on back wall is missing.
- Dots on 7up sign are missing.
- Stool is missing.
- Magazine on counter is missing.
- Mom’s sweater changed color.
SPOT THE DIFFERENCE!
Compare the two pictures of visitors at the Minnesota State Capitol. Can you find TEN things that are different?

Differences in photo #2:
- Center ceiling panel changed color.
- Four small ceiling panels changed color.
- Medallion in arch is missing.
- Ceiling painting on the right is missing.
- Trim on wall missing.
- Top of pillar is missing.
- Second person from left is missing.
- Boy's vest changed color.
- Marble panel is missing.
- Medallion on lower right changed color.